Global population is growing, prosperity is increasing and the demand
for food is rising. These factors lead to a change in the consumer’s
behavior and diet. Food chains are globalizing and climate regulations
are being tightened. Without a doubt, the food industry is constantly
changing and we can no longer ignore its impact on our lives.

Challenges in the food industry

Transparency and chain integration

Every industry has its challenges. That is no different in the
food industry. Under pressure margins become the order of
the day. The increasing regulations in the area of food safety
and quality also play a major role. And what about the
consumer, who in today’s world is becoming more and more
demanding? We know exactly what the status quo is in your
food niche, be it meat, dairy, fish, bakery, fresh produce or
wholesale. And we believe that technology can play a role in
preparing food companies for the future.

Every food company is different. A food production company
cannot be compared to a wholesaler. However, there are always
a number of challenges that apply to every food company.
● Consider the demand for transparency in the chain. That is the
reason why more and more effort is being put into chain
integration. It is important that you can follow your product from
the source to the end goal and keep it as short as possible.
● Real-time insight into the right information is therefore extremely
important.
● Additionally, take into account the challenges concerning demand
forecasts, data security, meeting quality requirements, or being
able to do intercompany transactions.

Whether you are a Fresh Produce trader,
producer, confectionery manufacturer or baker:
we know your market and know which
challenges you are faced with.

Foodware 365
Accelerate your time-to-market?
Get a better grip on your supply
chain? Optimize your costs?
A choice for a new software system often comes from the need
to better support existing and new processes, with better
management information as a result. By placing these processes
in one integrated system, this ensures the accuracy,
completeness and certainty of data.
With the entry of the innovative Microsoft Dynamics® 365
platform, we are taking our customers to the next level.
Innovations are therefore within reach, without having to invest
in knowledge and capacity. The accessibility and applicability of
this cloud platform improves work efficiency, reduces risks and
significantly increases your ROI.

An innovative food platform: what
does it mean for your food business?
Keeping up with the continuous innovations in the market is now
within reach. With the food specific Foodware 365 platform,
powered by Dynamics 365, you have access to infinite technical
possibilities, now and in the future. You can contact us for all IT
related products and services.

Keeping up with innovations

Continuously follow the latest innovations through the active
update policy of the platform.

Infinite insight thanks to Big Data

With the Food Management Dashboard you get real-time access to control
information, wherever and whenever you need it. All due to the wealth of
information captured within the platform and external sources.

Access to maneuverability

With Microsoft PowerApps and Microsoft Flow you can get started as an end
user yourself. Build apps and easily make predictions or keep stock levels.
And routinely automate tasks across the various applications with Flow.

Ready for the next IT food generation

Boarding on the platform facilitates access to tools such as Intelligent Cloud,
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and IoT, making them easily
accessible for everyone.

Availability

Gain access to all the information you need, anywhere,
anytime, on any device.

All your food business requirements
are covered with Foodware 365
Our food specific applications ensure an integrated approach.
Every aspect of your food company is accommodated within
one integrated platform; Foodware 365 powered by
Dynamics® 365. It not only supports your current demands,
but above all, it is a strategic platform choice that takes you
within reach of future innovations and changes in the market. It
is precisely this choice that determines where your food
company will stand in the next 10 years.
Foodware 365 has, by default, all the food-specific
functionalities that a food production or trading company
requires. Your entire administration process is thus completely
in-check, because you choose to work with one integrated ERP
platform. You fully meet both the governmental requirements
and the wishes of your customers, through the rich
functionalities set around food quality and safety. The increased
production efficiency offered by Foodware 365 is evident. But
consider stock management and insight, EDI, SSCC labels or
product specifications? Or is perhaps production planning or
on the line registering a requirement for your food company?
All essential functionality is secured in one platform with
Foodware 365.

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Microsoft Dynamics 365 is offered as a total solution in the cloud. The
platform offers the flexibility to easily implement applications
modularly. The possibilities of the intelligent business applications
CRM and ERP are combined with Dynamics 365, so that you can
carry out all your business processes in the cloud.
With Dynamics 365, Microsoft not only provides the seamless
integration between the familiar Office 365 and Microsoft ERP
business administration, but also the communication and integration
with third-party support solutions that can make customers more
agile and competitive. Similar to simply downloading an App, these
functionalities act as services. This is the ultimate form of Software as
a Service (SaaS). You only pay for what you need..

Business Intelligence
By working with Foodware 365, there is a wealth of data available. And the need for
insight into this data is reflected in every food company. This insight makes it possible
to take strategic and operational decisions as quickly and precisely as possible.

Access real-time control information
Do you also want first-hand insight into how things stand within your company so
that you can quickly and accurately anticipate your next business decision? With the
Business Intelligence solution called 'Food Management Dashboard' you get access
to control information, in real-time, whenever and wherever you want. This way you
can easily access that magnitude of data in your software system, in an instant. You
finally get answers to questions such as: 'How much margin did I achieve on my
various article properties?', 'How do my buyers perform?' or 'How effective is my
production?'.

Standard food speciﬁc KPIs
The Food Management Dashboard contains out-of-the-box 500 standard
measurement values and reports, 100 of which have been developed specifically for
the food industry. These standard measurement values have been developed on the
basis of our experience with more than 300 implementations at food companies
worldwide.

About us
Food & IT experts
Foodware 365 is the foremost food solution based on the Microsoft Dynamics 365
platform. As experts in food & IT, we make it possible for every food company to use
the benefits offered by the Microsoft platform and gain access to future technological
advancements.

We have a passion for food and IT
We have a passion for food and technology. With a strict focus on the food industry
since 1998, we have established a worldwide network of implementation partners,
leading up to more than 300 customers having access to food-specific standard
solutions. Backed with a flow of constant feedback from our partners and customers,
we take care of new developments and further improvements day in, day out.
Reach the next level in the food industry and bring your company forward in food with
Foodware 365.

https:/ www.foodware365.com/

https:/ www.foodware365.com/
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